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Songs and Me 

When I sleep songs 
move through my head 

When I am awake my 
consciousness is a prison 

But the songs still linger 
behind the reality of day and night 

Sometimes I think I am a song 
but I know I 1 m not. 

I wish I was. 

--Alison Morris 





There 
across from me 

I share the space with one 
whom I 1 ve descended from 
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and whose African family had given up 
lost on a slave ship 

Trading words 
he exclaims equality in his nation•s state 

little known he speaks socialism 
in place of democracy but called the same 

And in his shadow 
the neon skin 
and second-hand smell 
comes from a nighttime woman. 
Trading little with me 
except the brush of a bonded knit back -
her face hardens in our lack of likeness 

Unknowing that the man beside 
has unwillingly been bought and sold 

and I 
the jokers• prostitute, waiting to be sold again. 

The paleness reflected from a passing car 
in opposite direction 

mirrors the common glance we give to the outside 
as uneasiness moves 
waiting for the final exchange of each of us. 

--Pamela Sears 

Time is the unexplained substance 
carried on the wrist, 
around the neck, 
on the wall, 
in the car, 

is disturbed with thoughts perverted. 

--Karen Wetzel 
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Southern Fried Chicken 

Looking muchly over tops of doors, trees and grass sliding down grease onto plates and not knowing that white ivory is slowly penetrating into the skin of the fussy stirring flying creature sitting on a fence or barn or tree or pole north or south. Few hairs left boiling in grease lightly colored invisible to all but midget looks and see little shine and flickering reflection is back in my mind. r•m eating a bird. 

--Alison Morris 
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Self Identity 

The straighter I face reality, 
the colder and crueler it faces me. 
I search this cold world, I seek myself. 
Seek your way now, my friend, 
for later, there may be no way. 

--Kil Howling 

Dream Time 

Peace cracks and is broken 
As the door shuts you out. 
I have fears of people hiding 
Of men stealing my suitcases 
Of women grabbing for my purse. 
I stare at floors to avoid strange eyes 
And jump at any pointed word. 
Buses and planes are too big and fast 
Taxis and trains too slow, and 
Like coffins they squeeze me. 
But your return brings smiles, 
And everything melts into water. 
I hold your hand and 
People smile at me 
Men hold doors for me 
And women watch enviously. 
You carry my suitcase 
And all the other weight 
Of all the other fears 
Besides stolen luggage. 
All is quiet, and 
The stream will never freeze 
If you stay. 

--Jean Moyle 

There is no color to portray betrayal 
Until one sees it, 

or even feels it, 
One is blinder than the blind. 
But when awakened to the icy stares, 
One is held by a spell of disbelief, 
Masked by fears and hate. 
The sting, 

the cut, 
and the jibe are but scratches 

Compared to the unhealable scar brought on by the impassioned glares 
Of the one-time friend who will forever be one•s foe. 

--Louise Clark 
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The Honey Tree 

I stand as lonely and as bare 
As the ·honey-tree in the cold. 
The sun shines on but cannot reach 
Its searching, ragged hands. 
The bees have gone, the way bees go. 
On the summer sun-bleached morns 
They tried to teach 
The tree the secret of their happiness 
And warmth. And though 
They told the tree to think of their 
Honey on the cold and dark 
Of their going away, it does not change 
That here the tree is standing stark 
And straight with ragged hands, 
With frozen thoughts and frozen honey 
In the cold dark winter of loneliness. 

--Wendy Hood 

Solution 

He runs through the maze of mirrors; frantic, 
searching for a way out. 

Torture 
to face himself every step he takes. 

He pounds his fists on the reflecting glass 
and feels the blood ooze down his face. 
Calls her name which never answers. 
Calls any name. Someone. 
He looks at his face and touches his mind. 

which has disappeared into the conformist 1 s head, 
picks up a piece of broken mirror 
and cuts his heart out. 

Then, he walks out of the maze 
and joins their world, 

satisfied. 

--Penny Smith 
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Imitating the mocking images. 
Why did they do it? 
It taught me. 
But do I now know? 
I think 
I want to believe 
Yes I • m aware 
But am I true? 
Is anyone? 
Only reflected by the mirror of time 
Can man see. 
Maturity -- an absurd word 
Wisdom -- too undefined yet classified 
Knowledge -- too learned 
Truth -- does it exist? 
Yet all are reflected. 
It is only a crack in the rock 
Chipping away-wider-with time. 

--Louise Clark 

White Elephant 

The big game hunter in me glanced about 
A tangled undergrowth of people, when 
A handsome animal approached without 
A sound. The rifle in my eyes was then 
Alerted, taking careful aim to fire. 
I scrutinized the animal and could 
Not concentrate. My gaze would not conspire 
With me against this proud, fierce prize. I should 
Have stolen safely into jungles of 
Defeat, and never cared to understand 
My strange reluctance. But I looked above 
Those leafy fronds of hesitation and 
Then knew him by the likeness in our hearts: 
White elephants are sacred in some parts. 

--Shelley Costa 



Alone 

Did you ever ask yourself, 
What dfd I do wrong? 
Then you think, 

and rea 1 i z e , 
and decide to change. 
But it's not that easy, 
and it•s not right. 
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For to change out of necessity is false. 

Did you ever ask yourself, 
What did I do wrong? 

--Louise Clark 

Memories of our past 
TOGETHER 

Are recalled by us 
SEPARATELY. 

We have parted 
to be influenced 

by new surroundings. 

We must strive 
for the possession 

of a new and independent strength. 

It is time to discover 
what is best for us 

INDIVIDUALLY. 

Yet, what determines 
the finality 

Giggle, gay child, until you get sick 
Mibble until you dribble 

the black gut of the earth. 
Laugh, silly girl, for you have blindness 

Guffaw, while your lungs hold up. 

of our choice? 

Cry, pretty boy, while your sadness is little 
Blubber, until your head turns black. 

Walk, sir, until your legs ache, sore 
Run, for awhile, while you can. 

Wash, pretty women, for your hair _is gold 
Scrub, while the dirt is but little 
Find your loving time, good people. 

War is come. 

--Susan Freeman 

--Susan Smolen 



Obelisk and Parthenon 
are still standing as reminders 

of arguments that were won. 
I sit listening to my own silence, 

as you talk 
disregarding the words until they 

coincide with mine. 
But there will be no monument left 
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of this kind of argument. 

--Pamela Sears 
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Wrapped in silver spun spider lies are you or maybe sketched in a bold 
black slash of truth. A mind crawls the walls of your brain but actually 
the soul flames with fear when it meets your apathetic eye. 

(Weary of interruption of ... ) 

A mind caresses you, flowering over and through your charred soul and singed 
mind; sculpts you into David; breathes god-like fantasies of power into your 
being, but it is alone in its desires (and glad to be so) but drowns in mel
ancholy wells of quiet desperation. Grooves in the record, now heard in 
mind, now sung in soul, now forgotten in nothing, must wear from tears of 
repetition. Dieingly Sad is the mind. 

The mind-made man god swims from hatred to curiosity to apathy and 
drowns himself in sea-green greys and wispy fo~s of disinterest. As he shivers 
in his now cold heart, he wonders how he could have cared and knows.Preferring 
to amble through a pleasant thought -- he casually wanders back, with hand 
in pocket, to brilliant sunned days of an imaginary childhood. Unforgotten 
hatreds yield their mighty whips; he retreats and gltdes cautiously desperate 
to some new day only to find shady trees of regret. He spins, runs, slows to 
put ring fingered hands in jeans pockets and dark eyes downed to grey con
crete on a stony path to bitterness. He thinks he is gone. Forever? No, 
forever is too long even for a mind's Ulysses ... for a mind will always adore 
her gilded statue. Her only chance to be Salvation-Army-saved is for her 
ivory figure to shatter chip by chip,clunking dully to the indifferent ground. 

A mind and body has been rescued from disaster by the molding ,of the all
forgiving, frustrated, and hateful god-image because for it she must perform 
and guard against the evils he so despised. So far he has five times glowered 
from his crystal pedestal to guide the hungry child from ruin and lies. Maybe 
it is wrong of him to shatter for now h~r mind is occupied with his construct
tion and she cannot live alone and needs his battered shield. 

But she is also weary of the apathy of the carved stone eyes, ever so 
tired of wondering at the scarred truth, ever so weary of longing for his 
fingers to touch her, ever so weary of her dully varnished fury. She is tired 
of rounding his never ending turns, yet fails to destroy for she has nothing 
to grasp and kill but her mind. 

He was once a true-to-life man who smoothed her hair with long fingers, 
and wiped away her tears and held her warm against his chest. He cried and 
laughed for her and yielded to her whims. He loved her and she him but she 
neve.r really knew until he left her all alone. 

Then is when, after indignation fled from the ever-creeping shadows of 
sorrow, she began to build her silver laced god in his image.. But before her 
time fades, she needs to know her real man again to break her from his spell. 

--Susan Freeman 
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night --
she dons her black shroud and, 
thus armored against 
creeping shadow demons of thought, 
climbs into her death bed 

her frigid cold bed of 
loneliness. 

awaiting the final descent 
of blessed darkness on pale life. 

morning --
she awakens in gray sunlight 
and sips muddy coffee 
through her day full of 
the thundering monotone 

of silent grating 
boredom. 

and promises herself that tonight 
she will sleep naked. 

--Jan Evans 
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Destruction - 1999 

The lacquered morning, lightly tossing bits 
Of broken paper round a garbage can 
Is filled with stainless sunlight, while it sits 
On all the things that would belong to man. 

These splintered spires, this sparkle-splattered land 
Were gorged with raucous, grossly, grinding sound. 
And downward fell, like slowly sifting sand 
The dust of death, a mantle on the ground. 

The pointed crash, the bomber 1 s scratching yell 
Had bounced down corridors on empty air. 
And all the time I sat, and watched the hell 
Of singeing flesh, and brightly burning hair. 

A plastic eye and silver-foil mind 
Were all that those who died had left behind. 

--Jean Moyle 
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Betrayal 

Violet winds whip the clam shelled beach. 
Seaweed 
Snagged by jagged rocks, 
Smothered in foam 

and 
strangled in slime. 

Becomes impressioned in 
whirlpools 
of confusion and command. 

Bulges growing out of the khaki-calm surface 
Symmetrically roll forward to become graceful illusions 
of sculptured curls 

only to spill over 
gushing deception and mockery. 

Ancient shells 
Buried under layers of time-swept sand 
Mourn their rebirth into 

the turmoil 
of violence and distrust. 

Another moment. 
Then 

Mellow rain brings down 
The yellow-grey mist. 
A golden teardrop 

in the red sky 
falls 
fast into 

darkness. 

--Louise Clark 
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A Love Once Found Is Now Lost 

I walk the beach 
I think far away thoughts 
I seek a friend, but dare not get caught. 
Our feelings; we have hurt each. 
We have caused one another much pain 
I think I am going insane. 
I want our feelings to mend, 
For with broken heart my life will end. 

--Kil Howling 

I wish I were a little girl again. 
I wish we were born old and die young. 
I would die healthy and happy. 
I wouldn't understand life. 
I wouldn't have to. 
A child's life is so simple. 

--Karen Wetzel 
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stepping uncertainly. . . 
looking backward wanting to stop 
running back 
but it's too late 
what have I found? 
what am I looking for? 
lost in old securities-entangled memories 
false beliefs yet true desires 
is it too late? 
no -- only but a beginning 
a new dawn? 
no -- not even an old one replayed 
but a momentary start played 
a different way. 
Or is it differe'nt? slipping back 
catching yourself and grasping again 
yes, a bit dewy-eyed-eager 
conscious yet unconscious 
expecting something and finding half 
is given to you 
the other half one continues to search for ... 

--Louise Clark 

Typhoon 

I thought the longing in me had run dry, 
For when I reached a hand outside my soul 
As though to touch incessant rain, the sky 
Was just a purged and weary gray. Rain stole 
Relief from those sweet characterless days, 
And so did you. Umbrellas of my stern 
Resistance struggled with a constant haze 
Of painful rain. Is it enough to learn 
That, like the rain, obsessions never quit 
But when they can't be found they're only out 
To lunch? No typhoon ever scored a hit 
So savagely in life's torrential bout 
As you. I guess it showed me just how wet 
Two sadly unsuspecting feet could get. 

--Shelley Costa 
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Black wings flying --
a shadow of its own 

over heads that cannot fathom 
their own darkest doom. 

Skin that binds its color 
to boundaries set by man ... 

unknowing of their ending 
and violence by each hand. 

Wings that move its shadow lowly overhead 
and dust that causes blinding 

an ending to an empty land. 

--Pamela Sears 
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Everyone 

Thinking 
Your bodies are mine 
inside-out 
touching tissues 
blood and flesh looking outside-in 
eyes pulsating musical beats 
we think circles 
we are circles 
meeting everyone 
flowing inside-out 
forever. 

Leaving is ... 
gray morning 
with washed colors 
and silent streets 

Alison Morris 

a nighttime lamp still burning. 
Time has a way of wandering. 

Today moves me on to tomorrow 
in a glass cage 
that trains my glance from side to side. 

Beyond reach are empty fields raped of purpose 
and pawn shops filled with memories that can 1 t be bought ... 

Moving me away from a somber shrouded morning. 

The direction is negative from its origin 
and each small town stop calls me back again. 

The sand underneath me 
is a reminder of what l 1 Ve come from 
and not of what I'm going to. 

There is no color in leaving 
and the void is filled with silence. 

The morning 
still gray. 

--Pamela Sears 
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Separation is inevitable, 
like the dust from the earth. 
so is man from man 
yet the scar soon heals 
for it is no longer a degreed relationship, 
but one between humanity. 
the past slips in, then out, 
yet is always lurking. 
it can never leave, 
for there are too many other things. 
there is always a forgotten thanks, 
but it should not be spoken. 
for we did not ask to come. 
we were brought. 

--Louise Clark 
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Time bubbled along gaily for an hour 
until it grew harsh and granite-grey 
with a dull black slash across the clock. 

for the time had come 
For the Time had come. 

Now, in the whole, hole, ole whole, the time had come 
and the time would go. 

First and last was the thought 
the only thought 
the soul thought 
The Decision. 

Would the dull mouse creep or scuttle 
run or huddle 

fling or muddle 
in a puddle 

Splush. 
Well, would you? 

--Susan Freeman 
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I hold on to my illusions out of 
necessity.and security 

and when I am stripped of them 
I am confronted with the core of 

reality. 

--Louise Clark 
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please go away and let me be 
you see. . . 
i 1m not much of anything today 
it•s raining 
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and i just want to sit here 
and look out the window 

you see. 
the rain is ugly and a nuisance today 

because 
well 
i •m just in a mood 

you see. . . 
i 1 m not much of anything today 

please go away and let me be 

--Karen Wetzel 

Blank 

The back turns 
And the talking stops 

All around there is noise 

the noise of a thousand voices echoing on 
the walls of the 

thousand mile 
loneliness. 

The feet move 
And steps are taken 

The steps form two separate paths 

the heels of a thousand shoes grow thin on 
the pavement of the 

·thousand mile 
loneliness. 

The mind recalls 
And the darkness lives 

feeding on remembrance 

the teeth of a thousand mice gnawing on 
stale crumbs in the 

thousand mile 
loneliness. 

--Jean Moyle 




